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a total war saga: the battle of magersfontein is a historical total conversion mod
for total war: rome 2. it recreates the battle of magersfontein, one of the last

major battles of the anglo-zulu war in which the south african forces of the zulu
nation fought a small contingent of british colonial troops led by lieutenant-general

sir george colley, and the zulu nation. the mod introduces many new units and
features such as new armies, new generals, new leaders, new diplomacy, new
maps, new visual effects, new sounds and much more. this mod represents the

first and only total war campaign set in the african colonies. we're starting with a
class you've already experienced in total war: warhammer, the archer. though by

no means is the new variety of ranged troops an outright replacement for the
current line, they do do some interesting things. the faster speed and higher

movement combined with the ability to fire from the back of your unit means that
archers now fit into the same framework as the other ranged units. although it's

very rare for us to be positively enthusiastic about modding, we've been
particularly excited to see what has been achieved by the modders of the game of
thrones mod. a free mod released in 2017, game of thrones is a total conversion
mod that recreates the world of a song of ice and fire in a medieval theme. game
of thrones includes new factions, houses, and a huge number of quests. dragons

and spells have also been added to the game. in the ai, we've added a new,
smarter ai house as well as an ai house that includes the grey cells we've learnt

from this year's community flavor pack. there are also six new character traits for
rulers.
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conversion mod that recreates the world of a song of ice and fire in a medieval theme. game of
thrones includes new factions, houses, and a huge number of quests. dragons and spells have also

been added to the game. in the ai, we've added a new, smarter ai house as well as an ai house
that includes the grey cells we've learnt from this year's community flavor pack. there are also six
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